Flags

This Typinator set contains 258 flag icons from the Apple Color Emoji font.

Version:	2.1
Requirements:	macOS Mojave 10.14.1, Typinator 6.0
Author:	Ergonis Software
Contact:	typinator-support@ergonis.com


Background

The Apple Color Emoji font contains a number of color flags. The flags do not correspond to individual Unicode characters, but are produced by combining two “regional indicator symbol letters”. For example, the U.S. flag is produced by combining the regional indicator characters 🇺and 🇸. If these two characters appear in text next to each other, they are translated into the flag symbol 🇺🇸. This set makes it easy to insert flag symbols in text, without knowing the technical background.

Usage

You can use the Flags set in two ways:

1. If you know the country code, just type the lower-case word “flag” immediately followed by the country code in upper case, such as “flagUS” for U.S. or flagCA for Canada. Note that the abbreviations are defined with the “Case must match” attribute, so you need to use the correct uppercase/lowercase mix. This is deliberate and helps to avoid conflicts. For example, “Flagge” is a valid German word and must not be confused with “flagGE” for the flag of Georgia.

2. If you do not know the abbreviation for a flag, open Typinator's Quick Search field, enter “flag” and part of the country’s name. For example, type “flag aus“ to find Austria or Australia.
You must include “flag” in the search because the Flags set is defined with the mandatory search keyword “flag”.

The prefix “flag” in the abbreviations is defined in the “Set Info” options of the Flags set. To change that to something else for all items in the set, select the Flags set in the set list and click the blue “i” button below the set list. Here you can set “Prefix&Suffix” characters to your preferred delimiters. However, we recommend that you use a sequence of letters for prefix and/or suffix that immediately precedes or follows the country code. This helps to avoid potential conflicts with regular words that happen to look like country codes, such as AT, IN, IS, TO, and US. 

Hint

Applications must be able to handle Unicode in order to use the flag symbols. Even then, some applications may not be able to display them correctly. The iWork applications that were released with Mavericks support the Apple Color Emoji font, but the older versions iWork '09 (Pages 4.1, Keynote 5.1 and Numbers 2.1) do not. Microsoft Word 2011 does not even recognize the Apple Color Emoji font.

Sources

The flag symbols were created with our “flagship product” PopChar X. The descriptions of the countries were taken from the Wikipedia page on the country codes as defined in the ISO standard 3166-1 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2).

